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Abstract. Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) has a typical 
progressive course with transition from a chronic phase to 
a terminal blast crisis phase. The mechanisms that lead to 
disease progression remain to be elucidated. To understand the 
role of aberrant methylation in the progression of CML, DNA 
methylation patterns in 16 patients with CML blast crisis were 
analyzed. Methylation status was analyzed by methylation- 
specific PCR (MSP) for 13 genes, including cell cycle regulating  
genes, DNA repair genes, apoptosis-related genes, a differ-
entiation-associated gene and a cytokine signaling gene. The 
frequency of samples with methylation in each of the following 
genes were: p15, 18%; MGMT, 12%; RARβ, 12%; p16, 6%; 
DAPK, 6% and FHIT, 6%. In total, four (25%) cases showed 
methylation of at least one gene. None of the 16 cases showed 
hypermethylation of the hMLH1 or hMSH2 genes. These 
results suggest that hypermethylation of cell cycle control 
genes, but not DNA mismatch repair genes, play a significant 
role in the progression of CML.

Introduction

Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) has a typical progres-
sive course with transition from the chronic phase to the 
terminal blast crisis phase. The mechanisms that lead to 
disease progression have yet to be elucidated. Cytogenetic 
and genetic changes occur in the majority of patients during 
disease progression. Approximately 70-80% of patients with 

CML blast crisis show additional chromosomal changes 
involving chromosomes 7, 8, 17, 19, 21 and 22, sometimes 
with duplication of the Ph chromosome (1). Genetic changes 
occurring in the progression to blast crisis include mutation of 
the p53 (20-30%), amplification of the c-myc (20%), deletion 
of the p16 (15%) and mutation of the Ras (6%) gene (2).

DNA methylation at CpG sites in promoter regions is 
a frequent, acquired epigenetic event involved in the patho-
genesis of various types of human malignancies. Methylation 
in the promoter region is capable of causing gene silencing, 
which may provide an alternative pathway to gene inacti-
vation, in addition to deletions or mutations. The ABL1, 
calcitonin, ER and HIC1 genes were found to be frequently 
methylated in CML (3). Moreover, methylation of the ABL1 
gene is associated with the progression of CML (4). These 
methylation phenotypes in CML provided a rationale for using 
demethylating agents such as 5-azacytidine and decitabine 
in a clinical setting, and preliminary clinical results were 
reported (3,5). To determine the role of aberrant methylation 
in the progression of CML, we analyzed DNA methylation 
patterns in CML blast crisis.

Materials and methods

Bone marrow cells were obtained from 16 patients who 
developed blast crisis during the follow-up of CML. Genomic 
DNA was extracted from low density mononuclear cells 
after the bone marrow cells were centrifuged in the presence  
of TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies Inc., Rockville, MD, 
USA). Control DNA was extracted from the peripheral 
blood of 10 healthy individuals. Methylation-specific PCR 
(MSP) was performed as previously described (6,7). Briefly, 
1.0 µg genomic DNA was modified by bisulfite, and PCR 
was performed using specific primers for each of the genes. 
Following amplification, 10 µl PCR product was separated 
on 2% agarose gel containing 0.3 mg/ml ethidium bromide. A 
total of 13 genes, including cell cycle regulating genes (p14, 
p15, p16, Rb, APC and FHIT), DNA repair genes (hMLH1, 
hMSH2 and MGMT), apoptosis-related genes (DAPK and 
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RIZ1), a differentiation-associated gene (RARβ) and a cyto-
kine signaling gene (SOCS-1) were analyzed in this study.

Results and Discussion

The methylation status of the 13 genes was analyzed in 
16 patients in the blast crisis phase of CML. The frequency 
of samples with methylation in each of the following genes 
was: p15, 18%; MGMT, 12%; RARβ, 12%; p16, 6%; DAPK, 
6%; FHIT, 6% (Figs. 1 and 2). The p14, Rb, hMLH1, hMSH2, 
APC, RIZ or SOCS-1 genes were not methylated in any of the 
patients. Moreover, none of these genes were methylated in 
white blood cell DNA from 10 healthy individuals.

In total, 4 (25%) of the 16 CML blast crisis patients had 
methylation of at least one of these genes; 1 case (6%) had 
methylation of five target genes; 2 (12%) had two genes meth-
ylated, and the remaining case (6%) had methylation in one 
gene. Although the number of cases that were analyzed is 
limited, no significant correlation was found between methy- 
lation status and the clinical characteristics of CML.

The most frequently methylated gene was p15 (3 of 16 
patients: 18%). This is in accordance with previous reports 
(8,9). The other cell cycle control gene, p16, was methylated 

in another patient. Taken together, 4 (25%) of the 16 patients 
had methylation in cell cycle control genes, suggesting that 
inactivation of cell cycle control genes by promoter hyper-
methylation plays a significant role in the progression of CML.

Microsatellite instability (MSI) is caused by defects of the 
DNA mismatch repair system, and inactivation of the hMLH1 
and hMSH2 genes by promoter hypermethylation is frequently 
associated with MSI (10). In this study, none of the 16 cases 
showed hypermethylation of the hMLH1 and hMSH2 genes. 
This is in accordance with our previous findings that MSI is 
infrequent in CML blast crisis patients (11). Taken together, 
the deficiency of the DNA mismatch repair system does not 
contribute to the disease progression of CML. We conclude 
that hypermethylation of the cell cycle control genes, and not 
DNA mismatch repair genes, plays a significant role in the 
progression of CML.
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Figure 1. The methylation profile of 13 genes in 16 CML blast crisis patients. We analyzed the methylation status of the 13 genes in 16 patients with CML blast 
crisis. Black boxes denote methylated cases and white boxes denote non-methylated cases.

Figure 2. Methylation analysis of the DAPK gene in CML blast crisis patients. 
Examples are provided for patients 3-8 in the M primer. Patient 5 shows methy- 
lation in the DAPK promoter. Patients 3, 4 and 6-8 show no methylation 
in the DAPK promoter. P, positive control (universally methylated DNA);  
N, negative control (peripheral blood DNA from a healthy individual);  
H, H2O blank (PCR negative control); M, 100 bp DNA ladder.
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